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Research Shows that Although Print is Still #1, Trends Favor eBooks
• Meredith Schwarz (2013) reports in the Library Journal that according to the eBook Stats 2013 Survey publishers’ eBook revenue grew by 44% since 2011
• Despite permanent growth in students favoring digital, the Book Industry Study Group (BISG) reported that in 2012, 60% of students would still choose print over
digital, which however is a 12% decrease from 2011
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In a 2013 Market Research Study Jones & Bartlett Learning Found that
Nursing Instructors and their Students Still Favored Printed Textbooks;
However, Digital Textbook Solutions are Gaining Momentum
METHODOLOGY:

RESULTS:

Jones & Bartlett Learning has recently conducted two studies.
• 200 Nursing Instructors were asked which textbook formats
they and their students preferred
• 78 Nursing students were asked which textbook formats
they preferred

• The vast majority of Nursing Instructors (70%) still preferred printed textbooks
• When asked which formats their students preferred, 55% said they believed they shared their preference for printed textbooks
• When asking students directly, 81% actually selected printed textbooks as their preferred format choice
• However, while only 20% of Nursing Instructors adopted digital course material last year, 27% are planning to in the next year,
showing that, although preferences are overwhelmingly traditional, adoption trends are moving toward digital
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How Would You Rate the Navigate eBook as a Helpful Learning Tool?
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Furthermore, of the students participating in the pilot study, 89% agreed that Navigate eFolio: Nursing Informatics was a helpful learning tool. These responses
indicate that students were highly satisfied with this particular interactive eBook solution.
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The study by the BISG also found that students are highly critical of eBook contents with only 26% of students saying that they were satisfied with the digital
textbooks they used.
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Also, we could show with exploratory analysis that those students who accessed the product more frequently were also the higher performers. At one campus,
students receiving an “A” in class accessed the product more frequently (on average 20 times more over the duration of the semester) than students receiving a
“B or below.” The difference was statistically significant (t=2.121; p=.040).

Most importantly, after using the Navigate eBook in their course, a vast majority (89%) prefer eTextbooks or both formats (print and digital) side by side for their schoolwork.

After Your Experience with the Navigate eBook,
Which Textbook Format(s) Do You Prefer for Your Schoolwork?
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Jones & Bartlett Learning Recently Also Researched the Textbook Format
Preferences of Those Students Who Have Used an eBook Before

Printed Textbook

In Fall 2013, Jones & Bartlett Learning pilot tested a Navigate eBook, specifically Navigate eFolio: Nursing Informatics, an interactive digital textbook solution, with instructors and
their students on two campuses. Both instructors and 65 students provided us with their feedback and experiences using the product. In addition, the instructors allowed us to link
information about their students’ performance to access frequency, so we could evaluate the relationship.
More than 80% of students said that Navigate eFolio: Nursing Informatics prepared them well for class, was enjoyable to use, and helped them study more efficiently. Also, nearly all
students were glad they tried Navigate eFolio: Nursing Informatics and would recommend it for future use.
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The activities in Navigate eFolio prepared me well for my day-to-day coursework

86%

I believe that I have a better understanding of the material because of Navigate eFolio

83%

The activities in Navigate eFolio prepared me well for my graded assignments

83%

The activities in Navigate eFolio helped me study more efficiently

83%

The activities in Navigate eFolio made learning more enjoyable

83%

I liked that I have the grade book in Navigate eFolio to monitor my own progress

82%

“[I] enjoyed the ease of reading the book online—much easier to pull it up on any computer than carrying the book around.”

Having access to Navigate eFolio online saved me time

80%

“The information is readily available without having to flip through pages of the book. I really enjoyed using Navigate eFolio.”

The activities in Navigate eFolio helped me get through the material more quickly than just a textbook would

80%

The activities in Navigate eFolio made me more eager to learn

80%

The activities in Navigate eFolio helped me identify my strengths and weaknesses

75%

I believe that I will have a better grade in this class because of Navigate eFolio

75%

n=65 * Agree combines “Agree a Lot” and “Agree a Little”

How Did Navigate eFolio: Nursing Informatics Compare to a Print
Only Textbook?
“[Navigate eFolio] provided quicker access than using an actual book.”

“Navigate eFolio had tools that allowed me to take notes, highlight areas, print, and save subject material.”
“[In Navigate eFolio] things were very easy to find and get to, so I didn’t spend a lot of time searching.”
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“Being able to look up things easily [in Navigate eFolio] instead of flipping through the book was helpful.”
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Conclusion
Although the acceptance of digital textbook solutions is growing only very slowly, students who have tried an interactive eBook solution for a semester are endorsing
this format after their experience.

